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Challenges of virtual RDS for recruitment of sexual minority women for a behavioral
health study
Abstract
Respondent driven sampling (RDS) is an approach commonly used to recruit nonprobability
samples of rare and hard-to-find populations. The purpose of this study was to explore the utility
of phone and web-based RDS methodology to sample sexual minority women (SMW) for
participation in a telephone survey. Key features included 1) utilizing a national probability
survey sample to select seeds; 2) web-based recruitment with emailed coupons; and 3) virtual
processes for orienting, screening and scheduling potential participants for computer-assisted
telephone interviews. Rather than resulting in a large diverse sample of SMW, only a small
group of randomly selected women completed the survey and agreed to recruit their peers, and
very few women recruited even one participant. Only seeds from the most recent of two waves
of the probability study generated new SMW recruits. Three RDS attempts to recruit SMW over
several years and findings from brief qualitative interviews revealed four key challenges to
successful phone and web-based RDS with this population. First, population-based sampling
precludes sampling based on participant characteristics that are often used in RDS. Second,
methods that distance prospective participants from the research team may impede development
of relationships, investment in the study, and motivation to participate. Third, recruitment for
telephone surveys may be impeded by multiple burdens on seeds and recruits (e.g., survey
length, understanding the study and RDS process). Finally, many seeds from a population-based
sample may be needed, which is not generally feasible when working with a limited pool of
potential seeds. This method may yield short recruitment chains, which would not meet key RDS
assumptions for approximation of a probability sample. In conclusion, potential challenges to
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using RDS in studies with SMW, particularly those using virtual approaches, should be
considered.

Statement of Significance: This study describes methods and challenges associated with
recruiting sexual minority women (SMW) using a variation of respondent driven sampling
(RDS). The RDS involved using virtual (e.g., email, websites) rather than in-person processes for
orienting, screening and scheduling potential participants for a telephone survey, and inviting
“seeds” from a probability sample to recruit participants from their social networks. Multiple
attempts yielded a small number of recruits. Virtual methods that distance prospective
participants from the core research team may impede development of relationships and reduce
motivation to participate. Many seeds may be needed to achieve adequate sample sizes, reducing
feasibility, particularly with population-based samples. Challenges to successful RDS,
particularly those using virtual approaches, should be considered in future studies of SMW.

Keywords: Respondent driven sampling, population-based seeds, sexual minority women,
behavioral health research, LGBT, sexual and gender minorities
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Introduction
Over the past 20 years there have been multiple calls to increase the number and quality
of research studies focused on the health of sexual and gender minority (SGM) populations
(Institute of Medicine 2011, National Academies of Sciences 2020, Solarz 1999). In addition,
there is a need for research on disparities in risk behaviors and health outcomes among specific
SGM subpopulations, such as sexual minority women (SMW) (Institute of Medicine 2011,
Solarz 1999). Identification of risk and protective factors that underlie disparities in health
outcomes among SGM populations is critical to the development of interventions to reduce those
disparities (Institute of Medicine 2011, Matthews et al. 2018, National Academies of Sciences
and Medicine 2018, Dodge and Hatzenbuehler 2020), but research on health disparities among
SGM populations has been hampered by a number of methodological challenges (Meyer and
Wilson 2009, Institute of Medicine 2011).
Probability and nonprobability sampling strategies in research with SGM populations
each have important limitations (Drabble et al. 2018). Although probability samples allow for
greater generalizability and more valid comparisons between heterosexual and sexual minority
samples, they are typically limited by small samples of sexual minority people and they rarely
include key measures specific to sexual minorities, such as experiences of lesbian, gay, bisexual,
or transgender (LGBT) discrimination, connection to the LGBT community, and identity
disclosure (Meyer and Wilson 2009, Krueger et al. 2020). Reaching small or hidden populations
through probability sampling is often cost prohibitive (National Academies of Sciences and
Medicine 2018). By contrast, SMW-specific studies using nonprobability samples (with larger
subgroup sample sizes) are more likely to have the statistical power to permit examination of
within-group differences, and by design, these studies often include detailed sexual minority-
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specific measures. For example, nonprobability studies have included different measures of
minority stress than are typically feasible to include in general population probability studies,
such as exposure to structural stigma in the form of hostile social policies or social environment,
rejection sensitivity, and experiences of discrimination in interpersonal interactions—factors that
have been shown to predict adverse physical and mental health outcomes. Larger samples of
sexual minorities also increase the likelihood that variations in risk based on demographic
characteristics such as sex, sexual identity subgroup, or race and ethnicity can be examined
(Hatzenbuehler and Pachankis 2021, Meyer and Wilson 2009, Owens, Stall, and Dodge 2020).
However, nonprobability studies of SGMs often lack appropriate comparison groups (Hughes,
Wilsnack, and Johnson 2005, Hughes, Matthews, and Wilsnack 2021, Institute of Medicine
2011, Meyer and Wilson 2009). The result is that nonprobability surveys vary greatly in data
quality and their appropriateness for making inferences about larger populations (Baker et al.
2013).
Despite their methodological differences, probability and high-quality nonprobability
samples can lead to similar estimates of health risks among sexual minorities, although
nonprobability samples often differ in effect sizes. For example, a meta-analysis of studies
examining lifetime suicide attempts found greater risk among both volunteer and probability
samples of sexual minorities compared to heterosexuals, but the risk differential was larger in the
volunteer samples (Hottes et al. 2016). In one of the only studies to date that focused on
comparing mental health and substance use outcomes for SMW in probability and nonprobability
samples Drabble and colleagues (2018) found higher rates of adverse outcomes in both samples
of SMW than in a population-based sample of heterosexual women; however, the nonprobability
sample of SMW showed higher levels of alcohol and drug use but lower levels of tobacco use
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than the probability sample of SMW (Drabble et al. 2018). Research comparing samples also
suggests that nonprobability samples, compared to probability samples, over-represent sexual
minorities with higher socioeconomic status, higher educational attainment, and greater
connectedness to the LGBT community (Boehmer et al. 2008, Bowen, Bradford, and Powers
2007, Krueger et al. 2020, Salway et al. 2019). Further, the quality of nonprobability samples of
SGM respondents varies considerably based on the methodologies used.
RDS is unique among nonprobability methods in that it is “an approach to sampling and
inference that attempts to mediate between the practicality of a convenience sample and the
inferential capabilities of a probability sample” (Baker et al. 2013, section 5.5). RDS uses chainreferral sampling to improve upon snowball or convenience sampling strategies, and it is
commonly used to recruit rare and hard-to-find populations (Heckathorn 1997, McCreesh et al.
2012). RDS as initially proposed as a means of sampling “hidden populations” characterized by
a lack of a sampling frame, unknown population size, and membership in stigmatized groups or
participation in illegal behavior (Heckathorn 1997). RDS starts with the recruitment of members
of the population known to researchers, who are called “seeds”. Seeds (and eventually their
recruits) are invited to recruit a small number of additional participants within the target
population from their social network. A dual incentive structure is used, whereby participants
receive an incentive for participation in the survey, as well as incentives for each person they
successfully recruit. Giving participants the role of recruiting others in their network, rather than
having researchers request contact information for participants’ peers, avoids ethical problems
inherent to asking participants to identify others from stigmatized or hidden groups without their
consent. This allows potential participants to maintain control of their privacy and make their
own decision about participation.
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Analyses conducted by Heckathorn and colleagues (Heckathorn 1997, Heckathorn 2002,
2007, Volz and Heckathorn 2008, Heckathorn and Cameron 2017) have shown that certain RDS
strategies can result in approximations of probability samples representative of the target
population. However, achieving an RDS sample that approximates a probability sample requires
developing sufficiently long chains of referrals to meet key assumptions. These include that the
characteristics of the chain will not be determined by the initial seed and that the chains will
generate a large enough sample through multiple referrals that expand geometrically to be
reasonably reflective of the hard-to-reach population (Heckathorn 2002). The seed and each
“wave” of referral respondents are given a limited number of referrals to minimize bias inherent
in the tendency for participants to select others who are like them. RDS is typically used to
recruit from populations whose members are socially connected to one another, but difficult for
outside groups to identify, such as men who have sex with men, homeless individuals, injection
drug users, and sex workers (National Academies of Sciences and Medicine 2018, Bauermeister
et al. 2012, Hathaway et al. 2010, Johnson et al. 2010, Reisner et al. 2010, Aglipay, Wylie, and
Jolly 2015). The essence of the RDS strategy is to sample larger networks, rather than
individuals, to reach deeply into hidden or sparse populations to represent them more accurately.
RDS has been used successfully to recruit some segments of the SGM population,
including gay men and men who have sex with men (National Academies of Sciences and
Medicine 2018, Matthews et al. 2018, Reisner et al. 2010), but relatively few investigations have
examined whether RDS is effective for reaching SMW. Research with SMW provides evidence
that supports the appropriateness of RDS. Consistent with assumptions that a population is
socially networked and individuals know each other as members of a common group, prior
studies found SMW RDS participants refer friends rather than acquaintances (Hequembourg and
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Panagakis 2019) and are likely to refer others with similar sexual identities (e.g., in relation to
lesbian or bisexual identity) (Michaels et al. 2019). Studies also suggest that SMW have larger
social networks than heterosexual women (Hequembourg and Panagakis 2019) and that LGBT
seeds are more productive than heterosexual seeds in reaching other LGBT recruits (Michaels et
al. 2019).
Given its potential to reach other subgroups of sexual minority populations, RDS has
been viewed as a promising strategy to recruit SMW. Two prior health research studies have
investigated the use of RDS to recruit SMW, with mixed results. Hequembourg and Panagakis
(2019) found that RDS was effective in recruiting community-based samples of SMW in a small
urban city. The Chicago Health and Life Experiences of Women (CHLEW) study, a 21-year
longitudinal study of SMW, used RDS to recruit a supplemental sample of younger SMW (18-25
years), women who identified as bisexual, and/or Black and Latinx SMW (Martin, Johnson, and
Hughes 2015). In this study, initial seeds were identified through community-based
organizations in Chicago, interviewed primarily in person (some were interviewed by telephone),
and given three printed coupons to recruit new participants. However, recruitment was very
slow, and the team employed a modified RDS sampling strategy with a larger number of seeds to
reach their required sample size. Both of these studies using RDS with SMW recruited volunteer
seeds recruited through local community organizations, and they used one-on-one in person or
telephone conversations for orientation and interviews of initial seeds (Hequembourg and
Panagakis 2019, Martin, Johnson, and Hughes 2015).
To our knowledge, only one study to date has explored feasibility of using seeds selected
through probability-based sampling to generate an oversample of lesbian, gay, bisexual and
transgender (LGBT) study participants. Michaels and colleagues (2019) used RDS referral
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methods, with 182 LGBT seeds recruiting 77 additional participants for a brief online survey.
Although 61% of the seeds in their sample were female, only 42% of the recruits were female
(Michaels et al. 2019). Because it was not possible to identify individuals who were invited but
choose not to participate, whether seeds did not recruit SMW or whether female recruits did not
respond to the study invitation is unknown (Michaels et al. 2019). Unlike our study which
assessed RDS as a method to recruit for a telephone survey, the RDS feasibility study used only
the online survey mode (Michaels et al. 2019).
The Current Study
This RDS study was part of a larger project designed to examine mediators and
moderators of hazardous drinking and drug use among SMW. Research using both probability
and community-based nonprobability sampling has consistently found higher risks of hazardous
drinking and alcohol dependence among SMW compared to heterosexual women, and these
disparities are generally more pronounced and more consistent than differences among men
(Hughes et al. 2020, Hughes, Wilsnack, and Kantor 2016, Drabble, Midanik, and Trocki 2005,
Drabble et al. 2020, McCabe et al. 2009). In-depth study of factors contributing to disparities in
risk among SMW relative to heterosexual women is needed given the paucity of extant research
focused explicitly on women (Hughes et al. 2020, Coulter, Kenst, and Bowen 2014).
SMW study participants from volunteer samples are likely to differ on demographic
characteristics (e.g., more likely to have higher educational attainment) and health outcomes
compared to SMW who are reached through probability sampling (Bowen, Bradford, and Powers
2007, Boehmer et al. 2008, Drabble et al. 2018, Hottes et al. 2016, Krueger et al. 2020).
However, the use of population-based seeds who are less clustered by region and more
representative of national populations may strengthen the representativeness of RDS samples. In
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the same way that probability samples provide representative samples of subgroups, by selecting
seeds from a probability sample, we hoped to mitigate some of the biases involved when
selecting seeds using convenience or purposive sampling. Additionally, higher design effects
(and therefore lower efficiency) may result from RDS samples that are highly clustered due to
both long (homogeneous) chains and similarity of seeds. Our study was designed to counter both
tendencies by selecting seeds from national probability samples that are demographically and
geographically diverse.
Other studies of RDS with SMW focused on social networks in a specific geographic
area or are based on referral to an online survey. Our study involved three important variations
from traditional RDS. First, we used participants from a national probability sample to select
seeds. Second, we used web-based recruitment (through email messages) as opposed to physical
coupons. Third, we used a virtual process for orienting (via email communications and web links
to a video and FAQ page), screening potential recruits and scheduling telephone interviews
(instead of an in-person or single point of contact process).
Thus, a primary goal of the current study was to assess feasibility of a virtual RDS
approach to recruit a national sample of SMW for participation in a telephone survey. We used
this process as a way to maximize comparability with the population-based parent survey – the
National Alcohol Survey (NAS) – and to limit potential mode effects. The study was guided by
the following research questions: What is the utility and what are the challenges of virtual RDS
in recruiting SMW for telephone survey research using seeds from a probability sample?
Methods
The study design involved re-contacting SMW who had participated in the National
Alcohol Survey (NAS) and inviting them to participate as seeds in the RDS study. The NAS is a
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cross-sectional probability survey of adults ages 18 or older in the U.S., which is conducted
approximately every five years with a new cross-sectional national sample. The NAS used
computer-assisted telephone interviews (CATI) conducted with a random sample of both
landline and cell phone numbers, as well as oversampling of low-population states and targeted
oversampling in Black- and Latino-dense areas. For the current study, we recontacted SMW
from the NAS fielded in 2014/2015 and 2019/2020 as potential RDS seeds. All interviewers for
both the NAS and the current study were professional CATI experienced interviewers.
Based on previous experience with in-person RDS studies (CDC 2021) as well as
cooperation rates in a prior follow-up study with SMW who were participants in an earlier
national survey (Drabble et al. 2016, Drabble and Trocki 2014), we estimated we would need
approximately 50-70 seeds to reach the target RDS sample size of approximately 800 SMW. We
planned to begin with 10 randomly selected potential seeds and then to add additional seeds in
increments of 10 as the recruitment from each group of seeds leveled off.
Potential seeds, SMW identified through the NAS, were recontacted and invited to
participate in a 20-30-minute supplemental telephone survey containing sexual minority-specific
measures and other measures relevant to SMW’s health to augment data from the NAS. These
participants were then invited to recruit SMW in their social networks to participate in the study
through a question at the end of the survey (See Supplemental Table 1 for details). Newly
recruited participants were included in the RDS study if they identified as SMW in the eligibility
screener.
Women recruited by the initial sample of randomly-selected seeds and those recruited by
subsequent recruits were asked to participate in a more comprehensive 60-minute survey
(hereafter referred to as the RDS main survey), which was a combination of questions from the
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initial national survey and the supplemental SMW survey. Participants were offered $25 to
complete the RDS main survey. All seeds were offered $15 incentives for each additional
eligible recruit who completed the RDS main survey, and recruits who also agreed to recruit
were offered the same recruitment incentive. Figure 1 provides an overview of the RDS
procedures used in the current study.
INSERT FIGURE 1 HERE
Because aims of the larger project designed focused on mediators and moderators of
hazardous drinking and drug use among SMW compared to heterosexual women, we also recontacted a random sample of heterosexual women who participated in the NAS 2014/2015 to
collect comparable supplemental survey data (using the same or adapted measures from the
SMW survey). From the national study, 1,961 heterosexual women were randomly selected and
recontacted, and 623 interviews were completed in 2016 (40.6% response rate, using AAPOR
[2016] Response Rate 2). The number of SMW who were recontacted from the NAS, and
response rates for seeds, are described in the results.
Results
We used an iterative approach for fielding the virtual RDS recruitment, including three
attempts to recruit SMW participants from 2016 through 2020. The 2016 fielding served as an
initial launch, and was followed by brief qualitative interviews with women who had agreed to
recruit other SMW for the study. The 2018 fielding, like the 2016 fielding, used the NAS
2014/2015 as a source of seeds, with modifications to the methods and recruitment materials
based on the qualitative interviews. The third attempt in 2020 used the same enhanced methods
as 2018, but we used the NAS 2019/2020 to recruit seeds. This permitted us to assess whether a
shorter the time lag between studies (less than 6 months) would beneficially impact recruitment.
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Each of these fielding attempts are described chronologically below. Specifically, we provide
additional methodological details, modifications, and outcomes from the three iterations of
virtual RDS fielding, including efforts to identify problems and potential solutions by gathering
qualitative data. We also describe the final sample of seeds and recruits yielded in each of these
phases.
Initial Fielding-2016
In 2016, women who participated in the NAS 2014/2015, who self-identified as lesbian
or bisexual, and agreed to be recontacted for future studies (N=73) were selected as potential
seeds. We attempted to recontact by phone, and when contacted, we offered a $15 incentive for
completing the supplemental survey, following informed consent. Those who completed the
supplemental survey were then asked if they were willing to assist with recruitment of additional
participants. Each survey participant who agreed to act as a seed received five recruitment
coupons via email that were designed to be forwarded to other SMW within the participants’
social networks.
After two months, approximately one-half of the eligible potential seeds had been invited
to complete the supplement survey, but only eight had completed it, and there had been no
subsequent recruitment of additional participants. Early participants either did not recruit, or their
recruits chose not to participate in the study. Due to the limited number of potential seeds
available in the national sample of SMW, the research team decided to pause the study to
conduct qualitative research to better understand why seeds were not yielding additional recruits
and determine what changes to the study should be implemented.
Qualitative Interviews and Updates Based on Interviews
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Call attempts were made to all eight previous seed participants, and six agreed to
participate in qualitative interviews (conducted in May 2016). Interviewees were asked openended questions about whether they had tried to recruit additional participants, why they did or
did not attempt to recruit other SMW, and their overall understanding of the recruitment process.
(See supplemental Table 1 for details). A $15 Amazon gift card was given to each woman as a
token of appreciation for participation in the qualitative interview. Additional prompts queried
their recollection of the recruitment process (after completion of the survey), receipt of emails
about recruitment, and their experience sharing recruitment coupons. If they did not recruit, they
were asked why they had not. All were asked what could be improved about the process.
The overarching themes that emerged included confusion about the recruitment process;
lack of confidence in the legitimacy or purpose of the research; concerns about response burden
(length of interview was too much to ask of a friend); and confusion about technology and/or low
internet usage. For example, some expressed hesitation about the recruitment process but noted
that, under the right circumstances, they would have been willing to recruit their friends to the
study. For example, one woman reported:
It’s not necessarily that I was looking for an incentive, I was looking for “this is who we
really are, this is our bona fides, this is what can make you feel confident that you are not
setting your friends up. This is a legit deal. … Maybe a link to <the research organization> so
I can see what you are doing. … I think if I had seen, ok, this is a legit deal and you are not
setting your friends up for embarrassment, or being solicited, or patronizing some business, if
I know I am not setting up my friends for being hassled…
This participant indicated she would have been willing to recruit if those concerns had been
addressed.
Another participant was enthusiastic about recruitment and said that she understood she
was supposed to recruit “women like me and like-minded women,” and that “I would totally help
out” with recruitment, but then she found the RDS process confusing:
14
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I think the instructions were clear, but I don’t think the process was clear. Does that make
sense? … Maybe if you had some documentation, like a quick reference of where you should
go, and what you should do next… maybe a question and answer. That would be one way of
doing it.
She also expressed concerns about the response burden (interview length), and that completing
the interview was a lot to ask of a friend:
I think that <length of the survey> would possibly deter people, especially if they are
recommending it to a friend. ‘Cuz (sic) I think sometimes people are not reaching out to
random strangers and community members, so they are kind of recommending it to their
close circle within their friend network.
Participants expressed that a higher value incentive for their friends would help “make it more
worthwhile”. For example, one participant who was hesitant to recruit said of a potentially higher
incentive, “then I would feel like I was giving someone a benefit. Like, ‘hey, you know, I did
this survey, they gave me a gift certificate. Let me know if you are interested. You know, you
could do this too.’”
Based on the feedback from the qualitative interviews, we made several changes to the
study protocol. First, we substantially increased the incentives. The gift card incentives for
participation were increased from $15 to $25 for the seed supplemental survey and from $25 to
$50 for the RDS main survey. Participants were again offered a $15 gift card for each person
they recruited who completed the survey, with a maximum of 5 recruits (up to a $75 additional
incentive). We increased the survey incentive, but not the referral incentive, because the
interviewees indicated that they were more concerned about the burden to people in their social
networks than the amount of the recruitment incentive for themselves. Thus, a seed could receive
up to $100 and subsequent recruiters could receive $125 in Amazon gift cards.
Second, we created a website with frequently asked questions (FAQs) and an explanatory
video to reduce confusion about the recruitment process. The video described the study process,
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addressed questions and answers in a FAQ format, and provided study contact information.
Updated communication materials were reviewed for clarity and comprehension by the research
team, graduate students unaffiliated with the project, and by Amazon Mechanical Turk workers
who viewed the materials and answered multiple choice and open-ended questions to check their
understanding. Third, wording of the questionnaire pertaining to recruitment was changed from
opt-in to opt-out of receiving recruitment materials, and the language of instructional materials
was improved to better describe the recruitment process. Finally, we planned for study
investigators to make phone calls to follow-up with potential seeds and to answer questions
about the study. Specifically, one of the Principal Investigators (PIs) contacted prospective seeds
who had not yet recruited participants after approximately one week to ask about their
experience with the interview, confirm that they had received the five recruitment emails and
their incentive, and to respond to r any questions or concerns. If participants were not reached
after three call attempts, we sent an email with similar questions.
Second Fielding Attempt-2018
After updating the study protocol and communication materials, our second RDS attempt
occurred in June 2018. As in the first attempt, we used eligible potential seeds from the NAS
2014/2015, but broadened the eligibility criteria to include those who selected “other” for sexual
orientation, which increased the number of potential seeds from 73 to 83. Potential participants
were sent an invitation letter with a phone number to contact the study team, including a $2 bill
as a pre-incentive. The incentive was sent via a FedEx mailer to all potential seeds who had
provided a valid mailing address when they participated in the NAS.
If they completed the supplemental survey and agreed to recruit, one of the study PIs
called potential seeds to communicate appreciation for their willingness to participate and to help
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recruit additional participants into the study. This PI attempted to contact the 11 potential seed
recruiters after they completed the supplemental survey. The PI reiterated key study information,
such as who to share recruitment coupons with and how to receive recruitment incentives, and
she invited questions about the study and the recruitment process. In addition to recent
participants, the PI also contacted the 8 previous participants from the initial 2016 fielding and
offered follow-up emails with new recruitment information. Most participants stated that they
planned to share recruitment coupons with friends.
The 2nd fielding attempt resulted in 11 new supplemental interviews, bringing the total
from 8 to 19 completed interviews from the pool of potential seeds from the NAS 2014/2015.
However, no successful recruitment of additional participants occurred, and the eligibility
screener was only accessed 4 times.
Third Fielding Attempt-2020
The next wave of the NAS began fielding in fall of 2019, which created an opportunity to
make another RDS attempt with new potential seeds. By mid-January 2020, there were 77
eligible potential seeds who had completed the NAS. The eligibility criteria were the same as in
the second fielding attempt. We sent 70 mailed letters via FedEx with a $2 bill as a pre-incentive
to potential seeds in February 2020 (7 did not have a valid mailing address and were contacted
by phone). As in the 2018 iteration, the same study PI followed up by phone with seeds and later
with their recruits to answer questions. Relative to earlier field attempts, there was a shorter lag
time between the national study participation and the invitation to participate in the SMW study.
The 2016 and 2018 fieldings had time lags of more than 1 year and more than 3 years,
respectively, between the national study and these RDS attempts. The 2020 fielding had a lag
time of less than 6 months between the NAS and the 3rd RDS attempt. All other aspects of the
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fielding protocols in 2018 and 2020 were the same. This final RDS effort was more successful
than the previous iterations, resulting in 29 seeds completing the supplemental interview and 18
recruits completing the RDS main survey.
Summary of Recruitment Results
Table 1 summarizes the recruitment results across the three RDS attempts. Across the
three RDS fieldings, a total of 160 SMW were recontacted (83 from the NAS 2014/2015 and 77
from the NAS 2019/2020), resulting in a total of 62 participants. Response rates for seeds were
21% and 42%, respectively, for seeds derived from NAS 2014/2015 (2016 and 2018 RDS
fielding attempts) and NAS 2019/2020 (2020 RDS fielding attempt) using AAPOR Response
Rate 1 (AAPOR 2016). Response rates cannot be calculated for non-seed participants.
INSERT TABLE 1 HERE
Of the 62 SMW interviewed across the three fielding attempts, participants indicated that
their highest level of educational attainment was high school or less (n=18), some
college/technical school or a 4-year degree (n=29), or advanced degree (n=12). Three had
missing data on education. The race and ethnic distribution of the participants was as follows: 32
non-Hispanic White, 8 Latina, 10 Black or African American, 5 mixed race, 3 Asian/Pacific
Islander, and 4 something else or missing. The ages of participants ranged from 18 to79
(mean=40; median- 33).
Figure 2 shows the reported number of lesbian or bisexual women the seed participants’
and recruits’ personal networks. The majority of participants reported knowing at least 5 other
SMW. This may be an underestimate of how many SMW the participants knew, since the
question asked specifically about lesbian and bisexual women in their networks, and participants
may not have included other SMW who identify as queer, pansexual, or another SMW identity.
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INSERT FIGURE 2 HERE
Figure 3 depicts recruitment outcomes of the third RDS attempt using seeds from the
2020 NAS. A healthy RDS tree should have more recruits in each subsequent level of
recruitment than in the prior level, but as shown our attempts produced the opposite: the total
number at each level is lower than the prior level. In the final sample from the 2020 RDS
attempt, there were 29 seeds, 10 level-1 recruits, and 4 level-2 recruits.
INSERT FIGURE 3 HERE
Discussion
The current study describes three attempts to use virtual RDS in recruiting SMW for
participation in a health survey using CATI. We were not successful in using RDS to recruit the
target sample size of 800 SMW. Rather than recruiting a large and diverse sample of SMW, only
a small group of randomly selected women completed the supplemental survey and agreed to
recruit their peers for the study, and very few women successfully recruited additional
participants. Using two national samples to identify SMW, only the most recent RDS attempt
resulted in survey completion by new SMW recruits. Potential barriers to successful RDS should
be considered not only in studies of SMW, but also in studies where SMW are a key subgroup of
interest, such as in studies of the broader LGBT population; otherwise, SMW may be
underrepresented. Below we discuss four key challenges or “lessons learned” that may be useful
to researchers who are considering using RDS to recruit SMW. These observations may be
particularly relevant for researchers who are considering use of population-based samples as
sources of seeds for RDS.
1. Challenges in Selecting based on Seed Characteristics
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By using seeds from a national probability sample, we sought to reduce possible
sampling bias, which can negatively impact studies that use RDS (Zhang, Rohe, and Roch 2018).
However, using randomly selected seeds as opposed to carefully-selected seeds had
unanticipated costs in terms of lower participant connection with our study. Thus, we lacked the
powerful kick-start to study recruitment that well-selected seeds should offer. The following
quote describes key characteristics of a traditional RDS seed (Wejnert and Heckathorn 2008):
Seeds should be well-motivated and enthusiastic; … seeds should be high-energy
sociometric stars that are committed to the goals of the study. These are individuals who
maintain many ties and are highly regarded within the target population. Such
individuals can more easily promote participation and accelerate recruitment (p. 109,
emphasis added)
This ideal seed description contrasts starkly with a quote from a qualitative interview with one
participant in the current study:
So, I wasn’t real enthusiastic… and I was thinking, well I’m going to send this to my
friends, and I’m not that great about connecting with my friends anyway, and they
are going to go, “wait a minute <<name>> is sending us this survey? Hm?” and they are
going to wonder “what the heck is going on.”
When designing RDS procedures, researchers should typically look for individuals who
are “highly regarded within the target population,” so that an invitation to complete a survey
would not be met with skepticism or confusion. Although we cannot generalize from this small
qualitative study, we did note mixed levels of enthusiasm in the interviews and in the PI’s follow
up conversations with potential seeds. Further, our study did not collect sufficient information to
assess whether the seeds would have been considered highly regarded by other SMW in their
community.
Researchers seeking to replicate RDS methods using a random, representative sample of
seeds may encounter some individual seeds that fit the recommended criteria, but it may be
difficult to ensure that recruits possess these characteristics. Further, if only a small minority of
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seeds who have unique characteristics actually recruit and if these seeds differ from those who
choose not to participate, samples will not meet the goal of reducing seed bias through the use of
the probability sample for seed recruitment. This and the limited contact with study staff likely
contributed to our very low levels of recruitment. There is a need for additional research related
to selection of seeds, including population-based selection and purposive sampling by study staff
(Wylie and Jolly 2013, Michaels et al. 2019). From our experience, drawing on population-based
seeds may have few advantages over an approach designed to carefully select seeds that can help
study staff identify additional enthusiastic and well-connected participants to launch successful
recruitment chains.
2. Relational Challenges and the Importance of Engagement
In addition to the challenge of reduced ability to select for specific characteristics of
seeds from a probability sample, the use of a national rather than a local area sampling frame
(such as a city or other smaller area) may have also affected recruitment. Many RDS studies
focus on a smaller geographic area, which may help to legitimize the study or allow for stronger
connections to community groups. Having a national focus may have contributed to the research
team seeming more disconnected from the participants.
Brief conversations between potential seeds and our study PI appeared to facilitate
referral. However, it is possible that more intensive or more frequent follow-up with participants
would have resulted in more successful recruitment. Other studies reporting greater success in
using RDS (Hequembourg and Panagakis 2019) or modified RDS (Martin, Johnson, and Hughes
2015) suggest that RDS recruitment may be improved with greater engagement between research
staff and seeds. For example, (Hequembourg and Panagakis 2019) used RDS in a small city to
recruit SMW. Unlike our study, these researchers and their staff had regular contact with
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participants over a period of 12 weeks. After a slow start with RDS sampling using seeds
identified through community-based organizations, another study (CHLEW) turned to a
modified RDS approach, which involved inviting all SMW enrolled in a longitudinal study to act
as seeds in recruiting a supplemental sample. Using participants who have a long-term
investment in the study was more effective, though recruitment in the CHLEW study was still
quite slow. The CHLEW study also contacted participants who had no coupons redeemed after
10 days to confirm whether they received the coupons and had given them to three women that
they knew, which appeared to improve referrals (Martin, Johnson, and Hughes 2015). Authors
describing the CHLEW modified RDS recruitment emphasized that sufficient staff resources are
crucial and noted that successful follow-up calls took an average of two attempts over several
weeks. Taken together, findings from these SMW-specific studies highlight the importance of
stronger connections between research staff and study participants.
3. Considering RDS Burden and Logistical Challenges
In survey research it is common to consider survey length and the survey experience
when evaluating respondent burden. However, RDS by design, also places a burden on
participants to drive recruitment and leverage their relationships. This involves a seed respondent
not only spending time on recruitment, but also weighing the benefits and burdens that their
friends may experience. To make this decision, a person might feel they need to do more work to
learn about, and vouch for, the study prior to considering recruitment. This can be particularly
challenging in studies where recruitment is handled electronically, without an opportunity for
each seed respondent to engage meaningfully with study staff prior to sending recruitment
messages to their trusted social network contacts. These concerns came through in the qualitative
phase of our research. Participants showed they seriously considered the relationships with the
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people they might recruit, and they wanted to be confident they were doing right by their friends.
Women expressed concerns that the incentive may not be sufficient to be worth their friend’s
time, and they wanted to be confident in the study’s legitimacy and data confidentiality practices
before recruiting new women into the study. As a result, many expressed a much higher standard
for what they would be comfortable recommending to a friend than what they would be willing
to volunteer for themselves. Increasing the incentive was not sufficient in overcoming these
challenges.
Follow-up conversations with seeds revealed that a majority had forwarded coupons to
friends. Therefore, it is likely that some of the steps required for the electronic recruitment
process, in combination with issues such as the time required to participate in the telephone
survey, introduced additional barriers to recruitment. Detailed information about the study was
provided in the email that was forwarded by the seed to their contacts, contact information for
study staff was provided, participants were encouraged to ask questions of the team, and userfriendly materials were available for prospective participants to review. However, the burden of
understanding the study was placed on the prospective participants. Further, after reviewing the
study information, a prospective recruit needed to take the initiative to complete an online
screener, and, if eligible, provide information electronically for scheduling a CATI interview. By
contrast, the two other studies using RDS with SMW used physical coupons that invited
participants to make a phone call that would allow them to communicate with a member of the
study team to learn about the study, assess their eligibility, and better understand what
participation would entail (Hequembourg and Panagakis 2019, Martin, Johnson, and Hughes
2015). Another study recruiting sexual minorities from population-based seeds successfully
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recruited new participants by asking seeds to distribute up to four unique PINs to LGBT friends,
along with a link to a brief online survey (Michaels et al. 2019).
In our study, providing a point of contact with the core study team also may have
increased a sense of connection to the study and facilitated trust in the research. Although the
purpose of our study was to test RDS recruitment for a telephone survey, it is possible that a
simpler referral process to an online survey would have generated greater participation.
Furthermore, although this this study focused on RDS, it should be noted that other approaches
have been put forth as alternatives to RDS, such as network sampling with memory, where
researchers directly recruit study participants from a list network members provided by a seed
(Mouw and Verdery 2012). However, this approach may be more demanding than traditional
RDS in regard to the information that participants must provide about their peers. Although
shifting the onus of recruitment to the study team might appear to be a useful alternative,
Michaels and colleagues (2019) found that asking for contact information from population-based
seeds for use by the research team was less effective than a more traditional RDS approach (with
friends making the referrals). In addition to further methodological research on adaptations of
RDS, it is equally important to evaluate other strategies for sampling SMW.
4. Many Seeds Needed to Grow Successful Respondent Trees
In our study, the number of new recruits was smaller than the original seeds, and
noncooperation was a significant challenge. Recent studies using RDS approaches have reported
needing large numbers of seeds for recruitment of large samples (Lee, Ong, and Elliott 2020,
Martin, Johnson, and Hughes 2015, Michaels et al. 2019, Selfridge et al. 2019). For example,
researchers in a study of Korean immigrants in the United States reported involving over 220
seeds to recruit an additional 411 study participants (Lee, Ong, and Elliott 2020). Michaels et al.
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reported low seed productivity when using a probability sample as a source of seeds for an RDS
study of LGBT persons aged 18-55 in the US (Michaels et al. 2019). Unlike our study, Michaels
and colleagues had access to significantly more potential seeds. For their RDS component, they
had 264 LGBT seed candidates, of which only 91 completed interviews, and just 14 recruited,
leading to 49 total new recruits into the sample.
There are many places in the RDS process where recruitment efforts might falter or fail.
These might include failure to contact previous respondents of the probability sample who are
SMW, either because of noncontact or because of disconnected telephone numbers; contacting
previous respondents who are SMW, but who refuse to participate in the study; reaching
previous respondents who agree to participate, but who fail to receive the information to pass on
to their network contacts (because of lack of understanding the next steps, lack of trust in the
study itself, not wanting to spam their friends); and contacting previous respondents who do not
have a distinguishable or well-connected network to whom they can distribute study information.
We found that noncooperation (seeds not recruiting other people) was a key barrier to generating
robust referral chains of SMW; a challenge that has been noted in other studies (Michaels et al.
2019, Martin, Johnson, and Hughes 2015)
Noncooperation issues may mean that is it not possible to develop sufficiently long
chains of recruits, which is necessary to approximate population estimates using RDS (National
Academies of Sciences and Medicine 2018). RDS methods may have some utility in augmenting
samples of SMW if the goal is simply to increase sample size (Michaels et al. 2019) or to add
respondents from specific demographic subgroups (Martin, Johnson, and Hughes 2015),
however a supplemental sample drawing on a large number of population-based seeds would
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need to be considered a nonprobability sample (Michaels et al. 2019). Additional methodological
research on adaptations of RDS and other strategies for oversampling SMW is warranted.
Conclusion
Our application of RDS varied from traditional RDS in several ways, including the use of
a probability sample to select potential seeds and the use of web-based recruitment of new
participants for a telephone survey, the use of an online eligibility screener and electronic
interview scheduling. There are known risks associated with adapting in-person recruitment
methods to a virtual format, and our study suggests there also are risks associated with using
probability rather than purposive selection of potential RDS seeds. Researchers should be
cautious when converting in-person RDS methods to a virtual format, planning time for pilot
studies and iterative adjustments based on initial results. As RDS is, by definition, driven by the
respondents themselves, researchers should be aware that recruitment may not occur even with
significant incentives and resources available to potential respondents. Other methods may be
more effective for recruiting SMW into health research studies, and additional studies comparing
results of different sampling strategies are warranted.
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Figure 1: Overview of SMW RDS Procedures
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Table 1: Summary of the three RDS attempts

Year

Seed Source

Main
Recruit# of
# of Seed # of seeds # of Recruits Total
Survey
ment
potential intereligible to (main)
ParticiIncentive Incentive seeds
views
recruit
interviews
pants
2016 2015 NAS
$25
$15
73
8
7
0
8
2018 2015 NAS
$50
$15
83*
11
7
0
11
2020 2020 NAS
$50
$15
77
29
23
14
43
*Includes those in the 2016 group who had not participated yet, and those who answered “other” to the sexual
orientation question from national survey who were not previously included.
NOTES: National Alcohol Survey (NAS) is a population-based survey of adults in the U.S.
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Figure 2: SMW Network: How many lesbian or bisexual individuals were known by RDS
participants from all attempts(n=48)

Note. From survey question: Of those individuals that you know by name and are 18 years of age or
older, how many would you say are lesbians or bisexual? [RANGE 0-100]
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Figure 3: RDS recruitment trees: Seed participants from 2020 national survey and their recruits

Figure 3 notes: initial seeds=white, level-1 recruit=light gray; level-2 recruit=dark gray
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